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I Just Want You To
De Rossi added: 'I want to make sure that you continue being a teacher because that’s really what you’ve been for everybody and I just feel like, more than ever, we need love and light and ...
Portia de Rossi tells Ellen DeGeneres, 'I just want you to do something that makes you really happy'
During a recent chat with Casey, we discussed his latest creation – “I Just Want You To Know Who I am.” Of course this is a lyric from the GooGoo Dolls’ song, Iris – just about any ...
“I Just Want You To Know Who I Am”
"I was kinda like 'Uh oh, what do I do now?' so I'm just like 'Hey, I don't see you anymore on my radar, I just want to make sure you're still there, can you still hear me?," Morgan recalled. "Before ...
Air Traffic Controller Speaks Out After Helping Passenger Land Plane: ' I Was Just Doing My Job'
“You should highkey fly in for press conference ... that I truly would not have gotten anywhere else. Those times are just as important to me though as the late nights in the office where ...
I just want to say thank you
During the season 12 premiere of The Real Housewives of Beverly Hills, Dorit Kemsely recounted her terrifying home invasion incident: 'I thought, This is it. I'm going to die' ...
Dorit Kemsley Breaks Down Recalling Robbery in RHOBH Premiere: 'I Don't Want to Be Scared Anymore'
It's why influencers like Keller have been able to form communities, both online and in real life, for queer folks navigating their life and fitness goals. Shawn Stinson, the firs ...
These trans men are redefining masculinity through fitness education: 'Queer people just want to exist as they are'
You know best what kind of cleaners you want used in your home ... too. Sometimes I just can’t find a sitter but I still need the money. Don’t miss these bad cleaning habits you didn ...
38 Things Your Housecleaner Secretly Wants You to Know
The shortage of baby formula in the US has triggered a crisis among parents. The demand for the product vastly outweighs supply at the moment. Parents have told Insider that they're struggling to feed ...
The nationwide formula shortage is making parents despair — 'I just want to be able to know that I can feed my baby'
The president disapprovingly asked why we were putting more troops in Poland, asking, “Do we really want a Fort Trump there?” He already agreed to both, Bolton reminded him. The president complained ...
‘I Want to Meet With the Taliban’: Tales of Trump’s Head-Scratching Diplomacy
It just is who they are and what they do ... But with opportunity comes preparation for what you want to do. And I think the opportunities for our residents have to be laid out. And I think government ...
The Columbus Opportunity: Workforce leaders want to see opportunities for all to land jobs at Intel
He just could not understand it ... Freedom from shame and doubt! You know what? I don’t want to grow up. I want to continue being a toddler. Boldly moving forward. Believing that I can do it until I ...
You think You Want to be a Grown-up? Ilise Has News for You
We get that you don’t want something as mundane as having to push a button to open your charging port, but we can think of half a dozen ways that would work fine and wouldn’t be subject to ...
Just In Case You Want To Charge Your Neighbor’s Tesla
Clyde: Nancy, wait. Nancy: Why? You didn't call me. I know why. It's because you didn't want to date me but you were too much of a coward to say so. Clyde: No. My son Ben went missing. Nancy ...
Clyde, if you don't want to go out with me, just say so. You don't need to recycle old tales...
While the series is far from humorous, the levity that Garfield brings to the interview is just the kind of charm audiences have come to expect from the actor, who is rounding out ...
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